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Above: Vibeffe’s 275 Glam collection plays up its simple lines. Below, Roche-Bobois unveils young designer’s Cécile Maïa Pujol butterfly-esque Lady B. Opposite, 
La Cividina’s Join collection brings a natural, subdued qualities to commercial spaces.

Sharing. Making. Yearning. Experience. These keywords will be the guiding 
principles for living room designs during the next several seasons, according to 
some of Europe’s most prominent trend forecasters. While these expressions 
have been used to describe design directions in recent years, 2015 renovates 
and updates their articulation.

As the first furnishings fairs — the barometers of what’s in store for design 
— open the doors this month throughout Europe, designs continue to proffer 
fresh resolutions for the living space by dreaming up new typologies and 
reconsidering classic forms for modern tastes. Designs run the gamut from 
essential and rigorous to softened-up geometrics and organic curves; however, 
the coming months will illustrate a more mature luxury and aesthetic restraint 
than that seen in bygone years.

“Laissez-faire is no longer the zeitgeist,” states Inspirations Book #26, a 
comprehensive trend forecast due to be released to the public later in January, 
during the Parisian furnishings expo Maison&Objets. “Everyone wants to 
regain control. Homemade and handmade are drawing increasing numbers 
of devotees. Traditional forms of savoir-faire are once again a source of value 
for manufactured objects. The ultimate luxury entails returning to the essential 
beauty of technique and ennobled material. We take pleasure in watching what 
goes on behind the scenes in the creative process as exceptional objects are 
fashioned. Makers and artisans are redefining the rules of alter-design. [The] 
Contemplation of nature, the genius of the human hand and technological 
advances blaze the trail of evolution in a world that is remaking itself.”
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Celebrating: new designs for a new year
Sitting pretty: spatial places for lazing
Marsala: the colour of things to come
Modelling clay with Nendo’s Oki Sato
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